Abstract. Nowadays in the teaching field, educators are paying more and more attention to the case teaching method because of its reality and vitality. The key problem of case teaching is how to make use of advanced technologies to establish case-base. This paper summarized the existing development of case-base and proposed to use multimedia and WordPress for building of case-base. Relevant technical means involved to arrange the overall frame and produce the content were analyzed in detail. Finally a perspective of future work to improve the task was made. Through research, this paper explores a new method of case-base construction, which has reference value to related researches.
Introduction
Case teaching and case-base are widely used in modern education. Case-base is the integration of meaningful events in people's daily life to form a case system with a certain size. Through establishing of case-base, the case teaching method can be realized, which can make students have an immersive experience and carry out discussion study by simulating or reproducing the scene. Moreover, with the help of this method, teachers can interact with students more frequently and multimedia can be introduced to help teaching activities. Also, case teaching combines theory with practice, which helps students cultivate practical ability.
The origin concept of case teaching and case-base can be traced back to the time of ancient Greece. In 1870, case teaching in the modern sense was adopted by Harvard Law School for the first time. Inspired by this, Harvard Business School decided to adopt case teaching in 1921. As for case teaching in China, it was introduced to education in 1980s. In 1999, Dalian University of Technology established the first website of case-base in China, which contained 1950 management cases [1] .
Through the literature, we can find that case-base is mainly used in the specialty of law and management while it's rare in engineering teaching. Against the background of cultivating excellent engineers, it's important to add practical engineering cases to classroom teaching.
For construction of case-base, multimedia can be introduced to teaching primarily. Nowadays, low quality of content editing results in large blocks of text in case teaching. Good teaching effect cannot be achieved without the help of images and videos. Hence we should make the best use of multimedia to solve this problem. Secondly, we can share the case-base by using Internet. Not only the case-base but also the successful experience in project construction can be spread. This paper will introduce the construction of bridge case-base for teaching and applied to Dalian Changshan Bridge, which is the first sea-crossing bridge in Northeast China, and was designed as a prestressed concrete extradosed cable-stayed bridge. Its main span is 260m, which is the largest of the same type in China.
Technologies in Case-base Construction

System of Case-base WebSite
We choose CMS to build case-base website. CMS is the abbreviation of "Content Management System". The early sites were mostly static, which resulted in lots of resources used for information update. Editors had to modify content with the help of programmers. CMS was designed to solve such problem. Its most obvious feature was the separation of content and form. Editors were able to edit content and classify documents, images and videos without knowledge about programs. Besides, unifying the style of website became possible [2] . Considering that many teaching systems are short in maintenance (old content and style), adopting CMS to construct case-base website is an inevitable choice.
Platform of Website Development
There are plenty of web development systems based on CMS, but WordPress is the most famous one. Reports from W3Techs showed that its market share had reached 60.7% before the end of 2014 [3] . Its open source and powerful extended function made it possible to change the website into a forum or project management system. And WordPress can adapt to the current development of mobile Internet. Apps for multiple clients are available to download.
Operating Environment of Website
WordPress was developed using php language. Therefore the platform should cooperate with web server which supports php. Besides, database is also needed. According to the customary practice, we choose Apache as server and MySQL as database. With the help of XAMPP (an integrated software package), we can easily set up the operating environment.
Multimedia Software
Microsoft Office. As for texts and courseware, we can use Microsoft Office to edit the content.
Drawing Processing Software.
Original engineering drawings are all AutoCAD files, which are difficult to display on the web. But the display effect of pdf files doesn't change with the change of system and program. Therefore pdf files are ideal for website. AutoCAD, Adobe Reader and PDF Binder can be used in drawing processing.
Video Editing Software. As for videos, they can be classified into three kinds. The first kind has materials. It can be produced in Adobe Premiere Pro, which provides a set of process such as editing and output. The second kind is produced by screen recording. It's appropriate to select the software like Screen Recorder, which can record the operation on the screen and automatically produce video files like AVI. The third kind is produced by 3D simulation software, which is based on Building Information Modeling (BIM).
Frame of Case-base System
Outline of Frame
According to the system properties and materials of case-base, case-base system is divided into three modules: system management, content and subsidiary functions. They are shown in Figure1. 
System Management
In WordPress, this module is called "Dashboard". It's integrated in WordPress and aims to achieve manageability and sustainability. Administrators can set up basic information of website and do some management (shown in Figure 1 ).
Content
Content is the core of case-base. According to the architecture, administrators can set content menu in the module of system management. The first part is introduction. Other parts contain design, construction and so on.
Introduction. This part contains text and a video about Changshan Bridge's general information.
Design. Design can be divided into three stages according to the time sequence: feasibility analysis, preliminary design and construction drawing design.
During the stage of feasibility analysis, designers investigate and analyze main contents and supporting conditions of project from the aspect of technology, economy and so on. Besides, prediction has to be made about society and environment. Feasibility analysis in case-base contains report adapted from feasibility analysis report of Changshan Bridge and feasibility analysis drawings.
Preliminary design requires designers to carry out investigation of hydrology and geology more deeply. After that, it's also necessary to compare a variety of optional bridge type. Preliminary design in case-base is mainly about main bridge construction.
After preliminary design, construction drawing design requires designers to express their intent and all design result. Construction drawings and its description are included in the case-base.
Design Checking. After design stage, designers will conduct design checking as safety inspection of bridge. Midas is one of the most commonly used bridge calculation software. We can establish a calculation model of Changshan Bridge in Midas. The modeling process can be divided into 10 parts according to the order of modeling. The software can give us calculation result. In case-base, result analysis mainly contains analysis of load, function combination and construction stage.
Construction. Bridge construction is the process of building a bridge according to the design. In case-base, construction organization and construction technology are included in the part construction. Construction organization introduces construction method and detailed procedures of Changshan Bridge according to the construction sequence. And as for construction technology, we will emphasize hanging basket in cantilever construction and high performance concrete.
Scientific Research. This part introduces research in special problems about bridge construction such as concrete, simulation and remote monitoring.
Subsidiary Functions
Because of the technical support of WordPress, many subsidiary functions can be added to case-base. For example, login function gives teacher and students permission to publish content, and comment function provides opportunity for online discussion. Recorded Videos. When producing recorded videos, we need to select the screen area and video parameters like video frames, video format and storage location. After recording, these videos will be edited in Premiere Pro and Adobe Audition.
3D Animation Videos. 3D Animation Videos are based on BIM. At the beginning, we need to collect related data about Changshan Bridge. Then modeling building is completed in Revit or ArchiCAD, which cover the whole process of bridge construction including design and calculation. Animation videos can be made during this period. They are mainly about structure and construction technology.
Summary
After research, the results can be summarized as follows:
Technical foundation of case-base construction is established. CMS is the type of case-base website. And the software WordPress is applied to website development. Operating environment of website and multimedia software are also certain. The separation of content and form and powerful extended function satisfy the need of achieving sustainability and functional diversity.
Frame of case-base system is constructed. The system is divided into three modules: system management, content and subsidiary function. In content, the bridge is introduced from five aspects: introduction, design, design checking, construction and scientific research.
The method of multimedia production is introduced, which combines multimedia technology and professional knowledge. Multimedia content include texts and courseware, reorganized drawings and videos (introduction videos, recorded videos and 3D animation videos).
In future, the establishment of case-base will be improved in these aspects: content improvement, functional expansion and mobile learning. The improvement will provide better user experience for teachers and students.
